Angular homeostasis: IV. Polygonal orbits.
Some properties are discussed of regular polygons that may result from angular homeostatic processes in stable orbit. To characterize these "homeostatic polygons" we need to discuss the winding number, the sidedness (integer, fractional and irrational), multiplicity, envelopes, and density. A regular (i.e., equilateral, equiangular) polygon may be closed in one revolution about its unique center, in multiple revolutions, or not at all. A homeostatic polygon can be generated only if all vertices are included in a single polygon, which occurs if and only if the number of vertices and the number of revolutions required to complete the polygon are relatively prime. For the homeostatic polygon to have a finite number of sides (without repeating itself) the angle subtended by any two successive vertices at the center must be a rational multiple of 2 pi. Biological implications of these properties are illustrated.